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About This Content

BlackSpot Entertainment  needs your support to deliver the best FPS online game to Steam community possible.
We created Premium Pack I to make sure our appreciation shows in the contents.

Premium Pack I contains many permanent items and exclusive items.
Here are brief description of each items. All items are permanent except boosters.

* Rare M4A1 Rapor, Rare L115A5 Precision with your own exclusive IGN on the dog-tags.

* Dragunov, P90, AK-74, Famas G2, M60E4

* Artyom Volkov, Jared Sailor, Mei Hua characters.

* Stechkin APS

* Down Range.

* 100,000 GPs

* 1200 Gems ($12 value)

* Two EXP Booster (50% for 30 days)
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* Three GP Booster (50% for 30 days)

We really hope you guys like what you see.

Cheers!
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Title: Line of Sight - Premium Pack I
Genre: Action
Developer:
BlackSpot Entertainment
Publisher:
BlackSpot Entertainment
Release Date: 8 Sep, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Dual Core 2.0GHz from Intel or AMD 2.0GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8600/9600GT, ATI/AMD Radeon HD2600/3600

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Dutch,Korean,Portuguese,Russian
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This game is pretty fun and somewhat challenging. It's fun to play on a tablet. I play on my surface pro.

The rounds are really short, so it's easy to pick up just to pass the time.

I bought it on sale, and I'd definitely say go for it if its <50% off.

I don't regret buying it, but it feels like a game i could download for free on my phone.. I really enjoyed this end to the series. It
brought back the horror aspect well, it drew on the first game and second, tied up some loose ends (and... caused a few more.
Looking at you Ralph). The puzzles and story elements were fun, although I accidentally skipped some and had no idea what I
was meant to be doing on others  The photo filter one wasn't a puzzle so much as time consuming, the word underlining puzzle
was broken and had to be skipped and the skeleton puzzle had to be very exact

The ending was a little abrupt, but overall, this is a great game to finish the series (And you do need to play the rest of the series
to understand what's going on- or at least the second one).. Fun interesting little platformer.. This is a really cool puzzle game
powered by your music.. I'm so disappointed by this game not only did it have a meh story but the gameplay.. oh god the
gameplay. For a HOG it's okay it does it's game keeps you playing with puzzles and HO games. The problem is the HO games
are boring always darkily lit and not interesting. Another problem is that sometimes the items will be in the background but they
won't be noticable unless you play on Normal. It's the first game in a while I had to pass on Advanced. Also thank god for the
lack of achievements so I don't have to try for that. Also if all these problems weren't bad enough the game ends on a
Cliffhanger. So even if your enjoyed the story it doesn't get resolved.
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Pretty hard, but its worth the price. Trading cards are hard to get aswell.
. Too exagerated.. This game is great fun! Played it since beta and it has really become a polished joy of a game. If I was to
categorize it, I would say it's a top-down stealth survival roguelite. And, it really raises the bar in the any of those categories. It
seems to take the best of each of those genres and blend it sucessfully into an intensely stressful ninja-romp through a post
apocolyptic nightmare.

It's not an easy game, but if you've played anything else that Puppy Games has made, you shouldn't expect it to be, and that's
part of the fun.

It's also quite a departure from their arcade style games. While it feels deeper in many ways, it still retains the quirky and
simplisticly-well-designed elements and controls that has made their earlier games some of my favorites. As always the graphics
and sound design are top notch too. You can tell a lot of heart and soul has gone into this game, I highly reccomend it: 10/10!

P.S. The intro is great, really sets the mood & I really think the wheely bin and binocular view was a neat touch!. Do not buy this
... it is destined to become abandonware ...
DTG are developing a pro version of the 390 with actual VT livery ...
It dosent matter how cheap it is, you will still be buying a chocolate teapot if you buy this ...

If this is still on sale after the new version is released its primary function will be as an "idiot test". Great for nostalgia!. Problem
online multiplayer unable to join !!!!!
some one same isuue with me?. Better graphics than DR1, and the patches of snow on tarmac are actually effecting the car, but
since the force feedback on tarmac is still broken in DR2, there is no point in getting this. I got this with the season pass and
tried it a bit with different cars, but it feels better in DR1.

You might want to get it if you are using controller, and\/or don't have DR1
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